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Abstract 
We characterize all the sequences of integers which are the first difference of the Hilbert 
function of a generic quadric section of an irreducible Buchsbaum curve in P3. By some suitable 
examples we show that these classes of sequences are wider than the ones relative to ACM and 
Buchsbaum maximal rank curves. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
In [7] it was observed that all the possible Hilbert functions 
sections .Fdq.” of irreducible curves in I!?3 cannot be obtained just 
as it occurred for generic plane sections, see [3]. 
of generic quadric 
using ACM-curves, 
Having in mind to see how cohomology affects the generic quadric sections and 
trying to determine the elements in Xdq.‘., in [7], after characterizing the sequences of 
integers which are Hilbert functions of generic quadric sections of irreducible ACM- 
curves, we showed that a sequence of positive integers 
/s: 135 ..’ 2b- 1 K, K2...Kt 
is the first difference dH(CnQ, -) of the Hilbert function of a generic quadric section 
of an irreducible maximal rank Buchsbaum curve C if and only if 
(*) K, >2(K,+l -K,+2+...fKt) for i= I,..., t- 1. 
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More precisely, we observed that such sequences can be always obtained from curves 
of maximal rank with deficiency II = IN - bl/2, where N = C( - 1 )‘-‘K;, concentrated 
in one degree. 
But such sequences do not exhaust <#iq”‘ and, indeed, the Example 3.4 in [77 gives 
an element in .Xdq”’ which does not satisfy (*). Nevertheless, one can show how that 
sequence can be obtained from a generic quadric section of an irreducible curve in 
[It not of maximal rank. For this reason it is significant to characterize the elements 
in .J#$“” which can be obtained from curves whose deficiency is concentrated in one 
degree, but not necessarily of maximal rank, since these elements give a wider class 
than what was obtained with Buchsbaum curves of maximal rank. This part of the 
paper is handled in Section 2. Section 1 is devoted to fix some notation and remind 
some well-known facts. 
But this class does not exhaust -i4;lq.” yet, as it is shown in the Example 2.3, where 
the sequence is obtained by a generic quadric section of an irreducible Buchsbaum 
curve whose deficiency is not concentrated in one degree. The main purpose of the 
Section 3 is to characterize all the sequences which come from all Buchsbaum curves. 
In fact, we show that such sequences can be obtained, more simply, by irreducible 
Buchsbaum curves where the non-zero dimensions II, = dimk A$ of the Hartshome-Rao 
module are such that n, > n;+t for all i. 
At the moment it is not known if such sequences exhaust yl”dq”‘, i.e. if the 
Buchsbaum curves are enough to realize all the possible Hilbert functions of generic 
quadric sections of all the irreducible curves of P3. 
1. Notation and basic facts 
In this section we establish notation and preliminaries about Hilbert functions of 
subschemes of P3 and properties for Buchsbaum curves. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, S = k[xo,xt,x2,x3], P3 = Pi. 
For any scheme X we will denote by 
H(X,i) = dimk(S/Z(X)), = Zr”(P’,PP;(i)) - Zz”(P3,.Y,(i)) 
the Hilbert function of X, where Z(X) c S is the homogeneous (saturated) ideal which 
defines X and (S/Z(X)), means the ith graded component. 
We define inductively 
dH(X, i) = H(X, i) - H(X, i - I ), 
A%Y(X, i) = A(LP’H(X, i)). 
We will also use the following notation: 
ddZZ(X, i) = H(X, i) - H(X, i - d). 
A curve C c p3 will mean a l-dimensional reduced (equidimensional) subscheme 
of IP. 
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If Jc is the ideal sheaf of C in C!IP3 the Hartshome-Rao module is defined by 
M(C) = @H’(b~p,.&(n)), 
n 
and we remind that M(C) is an S-module of finite length. We denote by 
4:/V(C) z M(C) 
the multiplication by a polynomial F E S; this map induces a k-vector space homo- 
morphism 
where Mi = M(C), and f = deg F. 
For the reader’s convenience we mention a simple lemma which we will use fre- 
quently. 
Lemma 1.1. Let C c P3 he an irreducible curve und S a generic surface of degree a 
and set r = C n S. Then 
H(T, i) = .dH(C,i) - dim ker +i-_a, Jbr all i E N, 
where $i : Mj + MJ+a is the multiplication by S in the dejiciency module. 
Proof. See [7, Lemma 2.11. 0 
We recall that for a curve C the “postulation character”, or y-character of C is 
ye(n) = -d3H(C,n). In addition, for every curve C, we define 
s(C) = min{i E N / h”(.gc$i)) # 0} = min{i E N 1 ye > O}. 
Let M = Cf=, Mi an S-module of finite length. We will denote by %,~l the biliaison 
class of curves C with M(C) 2 M up to shift. In any class VM there exist minimal 
curves, i.e. curves having the leftmost shift. 
1.1. Basic double linkage 
Let C c P3 be a curve and S and T two surfaces containing C, with no common 
components, of degrees, respectively, s and t. Let r be the curve linked to C by S and 
T. Moreover, let T’ be a surface of degree t + h, containing f and with no common 
components with S. The curve C’ linked to r by S and T’ is said a basic double 
linkage of C of degree s and height h. 
Many properties in this paper depends on a characterization of the biliaison classes of 
the curves, referred as “Lazarsfeld-Rao property”, which says that there exist minimal 
elements in every biliaison class and that any element of the biliaison class can be 
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deformed to a curve obtained by a sequence of basic double linkages beginning with 
any minimal element. To be precise we mention Theorem 5.1 in [4, Section IV]. 
Theorem 1.2. Let Co he u minim/I curve in u hiliuison CIUSS. For any curve C in 
this clu.s.s, there exist un integer rn > 1, und CI sequence of curves Co = Cl, C2, , C,,, 
wch thut C;,, is obtained jLom C, by u basic double linkage, and C jiwn C,,, by a 
dejbrmution with cohomolo<g~~ and Hurtshorne-Rue module constant. 
In the sequel we will need the following. 
Propostion 1.3 (Martin-Deschamps and Perrin 141). Let C’ he u curve ohtuined from 
u curce C by u sequence of basic double linkugrs und let M(C’) = n/i(C)_h, with 
h > 0. If rc(n) and lip(n) we, respecticely, the pchuructers of’ C und C’, then the 
following conditions are .sutisfied: 
(1) so = inf{n E NJ_l,(n) # -l} < sh = inf{n E Nl;jp(n) # -l}, 
(2) ycj(n) > yc(n - h), for all n 2 .so + h, 
(3) yp(n) 2 0 for all >sh 5 n 5 SO + h. 
Proof. See [4, Proposition 2.41. Cl 
For two character 1/ and ;” satisfying conditions ( l)-(3) of the previous proposition 
we will write y’ >h ;j and we will say that “y’ dominates 7’ at height h”. 
When the multiplication 4 on the Hartshome-Rao module is trivial for every F 
of positive degree, then C is said an “Arithmetically Buchsbaum curve”, briefly a 
“Buchsbaum curve”. 
If C is a Buchsbaum curve with dimk M(C)i = n, then it has a minimal resolution 
of the following type: 
0 3 @+-a,> i @Q-,j)“j @ C”~l(-cy) + xc i 0 
i / .\ 
where D is the cotangent bundle of p3. This is a result of Mei-Chu Chang [2]. 
According to [4, p. 1021, a minimal resolution of type ./lr of a minimal Buchsbaum 
curve Co in GYM with M = MO @ . . + Md is 
0 --f :Y + .,t ‘o --) .&,,(h) i 0 
where 
d d 
cY = @ b’p1(-2 - i)3”j @ (“p;(-2)3”“-’ and h = x2ni - 2. 
i=l 1=0 
From this resolution one can easily get the y-postulation of CO: 
7’0: -1 .” -1 3no 3n, -no “’ 3nd - n&l -nd> 
?7: 0 2x-I 2a 21+1 2a+d Zn+d+l. 
where x = c:‘=a ni. 
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Moreover, the leftmost shift for such a curve Co is ho = 2c(-2 and SO = s(Co) = 2~. 
Theorem 1.2 can be extended also for irreducible (resp. smooth and connected) curves 
in %,L,. 
Precisely, using results of Ch. V in [5, 8, 21 one gets that there exists an irreducible 
(resp. smooth and connected) minimal Buchsbaum curve c in W,v (minimal with 
respect to the shift of its Hartshome-Rao module) and its minimal resolution of type 
1 must be of the following type: 
(t) 0 + c”p,( -2x - d)3”“-2 .s . @ c”p> ( -2~ - d - i + 1 )3n~ 
,& @ Cc ?3( -2~ - 2d)3”“+’ --i sZ”“( -2x - d + 2) 
a. .g Q”t’(-2x - 2d + 2) -_) 9, -_j 0 
from which one deduces the y-postulation of c: 
i’c : -1 . . . -1 3nrJ + 1 3n1 - no + 1 ” * 3nd_1 - ad-2 + 1 
0 kid-1 2r+d Zr+d+l 2z+2d- 1 
hd - nd-1 -nd 
2r+2d 2ri2d+l 
For these curves the leftmost shift is h = 2x + d - 2 and S = s(c) = 2c( + d. 
Now we state, from [5], Ch. V, Corollary 3.4, [8, Theorem 2.61 the following: 
Theorem 1.4. Let C E %,t, he an irreducible (resp. smooth und connected) Buchshuum 
curw. Then C cun he obtained from u minimul irreducible (rap. smooth und 
connected) curw by u jinite sequence of husic double linkages und u deformution 
rr+th cohomology and Hurtshorne-Ruo module constant. 
In [5] one can find the following characterization of smooth and connected 
Buchsbaum curves: 
Proposition 1.5. Let ;’ he a character. Then y is the y-postulation jtir some smooth 
and connected Buchshuum curve C in W M with A4 = MO ~3 . . 3 b& if and only ij 
;’ >h 7 jbr some height h and the sets: 
IO = {n E N 1 n <h + h f 2 and y(n) > 0}, 
I, ={nE N(n<%+h+2andy(n)2 l}, 
I2 = {n E N 1 n > h + h + d + 1 and y(n) - T(n - h) > I} 
ure connected, these interculs cun he ewntuully empty. 
In order to describe analogous conditions for the y-postulation of irreducible 
Buchsbaum curves we need to define the following function: Let Wbf be a 
biliaison class of curves in p3 and ‘J a postulation character such that y >h ~0. Define 0.:. 
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as it follows: 
Y(i) for s(y) 5 i < SO + h, 
B,(i) = y(i) - yo(i - h) for i 2 SO + h, 
0 otherwise; 
here s(y) = min{n E /% 1 y(n) # -1). 
When y = 7~ is the y-postulation of a curve C, we will write f3c instead of 8,. 
Using the terminology introduced by Nollet in [6] we recall some definitions. 
Definition 1.6. Let f: L ---) 2720 be a function with finite support. We say that f 
is connected if for any a < b satisfying f‘(a) > 0, f(b) > 0 we have f(n) > 0 for 
all a < II 5 6. We say J‘ is connected in degrees 2 a if f(b) > 0 for some b 2 a 
implies ,f(n) > 0 for all a < n 5 b. Similarly, we say f is connected in degrees 2 b 
if ,f(a) > 0 for some a 5 b implies that f(n) > 0 for all a 5 II < b. Finally, we say f 
is connected about the interval [a, b] if ,f is connected in degrees < 6, f is connected 
in degrees 2 a and f is nonzero on [a, b]. 
Remark 1.7. Note that the notion of ,f being connected about an interval [a, b] does 
not insist that the interval be nonempty. 
Theorem 1.8. With the sume notution us ubove, let 7 be a character. Then ?/ is the 
y-postulation of an irreducible Buchsbaum cuwe C E VM, if and only if 7 dominates 
yo at height h und 0, is connected &out the inter& [2x + h,2c( + h + d - 11. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 of [8]. I7 
2. In [7] it was shown that a sequence of integers 
1: 1 3 ... 2b - 1 K, Kz...K, 
is the first difference dH(p = Q n C, -) of the Hilbert function of a generic quadric 
section of an irreducible maximal rank Buchsbaum curve, more precisely of type [I,, 
if and only if the integers K,‘s satisfy the condition: 
(*) Kl > 2(Kl+1 - Ki+2 + . * K,) for all i = l,...,t- 1. 
We recall that the curve whose AH(p, -) = p is a curve of maximal rank in IL,,, 
- with n = IN - b1/2, where N = C(- 1 )‘-‘K,. 
It was also seen that such sequences do not exhaust ,yi”dq? Precisely, Example 3.4 
in [7] gives such a counterexample. Nevertheless, the sequence in this example can be 
obtained as the first difference of the Hilbert function of a generic quadric section of 
an irreducible curve in [i,, not of maximal rank, as we can see in the following 
Example 2.1. Let 
c[: 13579971 _ 
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be the sequence of 
resolution: 
Example 3.4 in [7]. Say CO a minimal curve in [II. It has a 
0 --) C/2(-2) + 
103 
We observe that for A4 ” k we have 
70 : -1, -1, 3, -1 
7: -1 , -1, -1, 4, -1 or - 1, -1, 0, 3, -1. 
Recall that, for [I,, it is 110 = 7 except for the class of two skew lines, i.e. for n = 1; 
observe that this is the only case for which we have two different y-postulations for 
minimal irreducible curves in the class of biliaison. 
Now we perform 5 basic double linkages of the type (si, 1), with sr = 3; s2 = 3; 
ss = 4; s4 = 4; s5 = 5. 
Applying the results of [4, Section 3, No. 41, we get a curve C whose resolution is 
0 --) C3(-7) e O(-8) + q-5) @ e-5) + ,ac --f 0 
from which we obtain YC : -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 4, -1. 
Now (1~ is connected about the interval [7, 61 because 
O,(i) = 
1 for i = 5, 6, 7, 
0 otherwise, 
and ;‘c >4 7 then, by Proposition 2.5 of [8], we can assume C to be irreducible. 
Hence, we compute the Hilbert function of C. A straightforward computation gives 
us 
HF(C, -) : 1 4 10 20 35 54 76 97 %. 
Taking in account Lemma 1.1 one gets 
HF(? = QnC,-): 1 4 9 16 25 34 41 42+ 
from which d HF(f, - ) = 21. 0 
The previous example shows that the curves in il,, provide a wider class of Hilbert 
fuctions of generic quadric sections with respect to what arises from maximal rank 
Buchsbaum curves. 
Next theorem will give us a characterization of the sequences which are first dif- 
ferences of the Hilbert function of the generic quadric sections of irreducible curves 
in O_,. 
Theorem 2.2. Let fi : 1 3 . . . 2b - 1 - ,2b ‘,. 2b, KjK2 . KI be an even sequence of 
r times 
positive integers +zith KI < 2b; then [ = AHF(C n Q, -) ,for some irreducible curve 
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C E [L, if and only f there exists ctn index i, with 1 5 i 5 t + 1, such that 
Ki <2(K,-1 -Ki_2+...&Ko) j?)r i<t, 
K; > ~(K;+I - K,+I + . I!= K, ) ji)r i 2 i. 
Here we we using as conventiorz Ku = b und K,,, = 0. 
Proof. Let C be an irreducible curve in IL,. Let us denote by C0 a minimal curve in 
[I,,. As we know, see [5, Ch. 5 Corollary 3.41, C can be obtained from Co performing 
h basic double linkages of the type (s,, 1). Notice that for n > 1, Co can be assumed 
irreducible and for n = 1 a simple computation shows that C can be still obtained from 
Co, which is not irreducible in this case, by performing h > 0 basic double linkages. 
The y- postulation ;J,-,, of Co is 
i’(-(,: -1 -1 ‘*’ -1 3n -n 
Pl: 0 I 2flFl 2n 2n+ I 
Since C is irreducible and belongs to the same biliaison class the function 0~ must be 
connected about the interval [2n + h, 2n + h ~ 11, by Theorem 1.8; this implies that the 
possible y-postulations of C should be 
(1) -1 ~ 1 ... - 1 ,O cl ..‘c;_, 3n -n, with cis > 0; 
(2) -1 -l...- I ,O O,.. ‘0, cl .. ‘c;_, - n, with c:s > 0, c; > 3n; CT 
(3) -1 -1.,.-l ,o i),...? c r”‘c;_, c; c;+, ‘.’ cI where Cj > 0, 
for j # i, t + 1; c; > 3n, CL+, > -fl. 
Observe that in our notation I = h - r ~ b + 2n + 1, where b = min{i E N / y(i) # - 1 }. 
Remembering that 7~ = -d3H(C’), integrating three times the sequence, applying 
the operator 2d and using Lemma 1.1, one gets the following: 
dH(CnQ,-): 1 3 ... 2b-1 zb.:.2$ K, K2 ... K, 
I times 
n: 0 I .” h-l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
t 
2b - 2~1 - . - 2~;~1 - ci for i#i,i+ 1, 
Ki= 2b-2cl -...-2c;_, -CT-n for i = i, 
2b - 2cr - . - 2~; - c;,_, + n for i=i+ 1. 
We observe that for every i < 5 one has c; = -K; + 2Ki_1 ~ 2Ki_2 + . . & 2b, from 
which, by the hypothesis c, > 0, it follows 
Ki < 2(Ki_1 - K;-2 + * b). 
NOW in case (1) an easy computation shows that K, = 0 for all j 2 i, that is i = t + 1. 
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In case (2), since CT = -KY+ 2K,_2 -. . .%2b - n, taking into account the conditions 
on the c,s it follows: c; = -K; + 2K;_, - . k 2b - n > 3n and this implies 
(t) K; < 2(K7_, - K;_2 + . i b) - 4n < 2(K;_, - K;_, + . =t b) 
and K, = 0 for all ,j > i + 1, this means i = t. 
In the general case (3) we have (t) again. 
On the other hand, it is easy to prove that 
This depends on the fact that 7~ is a character and so Es=, c, = b. 
Therefore, in both cases (t) can be written as 
K; < 2K;-, - 2KTPz + zt 2K, f (2K, - 2K2 + . . . zt 2K,), 
that is 
K; > 2(K;+, -KTs2+...iK,). 
Computing c;+, one has c;+, = -KY+, + 2K; - . . . 3~ 26 + 3n. Imposing the condition 
“;+I > -n it follows 
K;,, < 2(K; - K;_, + . . * b) + 4n. 
Using the same procedure as in the previous case one obtains 
K;,, >2(K;+, -...kK,). 
Finally, for j > i+l, it follows that Cj = -K,+2Kj_1-. .+(-l)j+‘2b+(-l)jP’+‘4n. 
Now using (tt ) and imposing the condition c, > 0 one must have 
K, > 2(Kj+I - ‘.’ + Kt). 
Vice versa let 
1: 1 3...2b- 1 ?b.;.26/ K, K2...Kl 
be a sequence of positive integers satisfying the statement of the theorem. Let us denote 
i the smallest integer (i < t) such that 
K;,, f 2(K;-K;_, +...*Ko), 
We remark that 
l if i is even it follows that b - KI + K2 - . . i Kl is a non-positive even integer, say 
-2n, 
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l if i is odd it follows that b - Kl + Kx - . . i K, is a non-negative even integer, say 
2n. 
Namely, in the first case, the integer 5 is such that K;,, 2 2(K; - KY_, + . . + b) and 
K;,, > 2(K;,, - KF+~ + . & K,); this implies 
K;,, >(K;-K;_, +...+b+K;+,-K;+3+...*K~), 
i.e. 
b - K, + K2 - ‘. + K; - K;+, + K;,, - ‘. f KI < 0. 
In the second case, when 2 is odd, from K;,, > 2( K; - K;_, + . - 6) and 
K;,, > 2(K;,2 - ..*K,) it follows: b-K1+K2-...*Kt>0. 
Consider now the following sequence: 
7: -1 -1 . . -1 ,o O/.0/ Cl c2 ‘.’ Cl 
V times 
n: 0 I h-l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where 
-Ki+2Ki_l -...+(-1)‘+‘2b for i <i, 
-(K;+n)+2K;_, -...+(-1)‘+‘2b for i = 2, 
cj = 
-(KY+, -3n)+2K;-..~+(-l)‘+22b fori=i+l, 
-Ki +2Ki_1 - “’ + (- I )‘+‘2b + (- I)‘-‘+‘4n for i >i+ 1. 
Now set h = b + Y + i - 1 - 2n. For KI # 0 it follows at once that h > 0. Namely, from 
the definition of n one deduces that 2rz = lb - (K, - K2 f.. .)I and since the sequence 
of Ki’S is decreasing and K1 < 2b it follows 2n < b, which implies h > 0. 
Now we verify that the sequence ;’ dominates the sequence yo at the height h and 
in addition satisfies the irreducibility conditions of [8]. 
We know that 
yo : -1 -1 “’ -1 3n --II O+. 
ll: 0 I 2n--I 2n 2n+l 
At this purpose we have just to verify that 
(i) ci>O forj<i and 
(1) c; = 3n, CT+, = -n, cj = 0 for j > I + 2 or 
(2) c~>3n, c~+~ = -n, c, =0 for j >T+2 or 
(3) c7>3n, c;+, >-n,Cj>O for 5+2<Cj<t. 
Condition (i) follows immediately from the hypothesis on the K$s, with j < j and 
j > 2. Moreover if 7 > t, i.e. K; = 0, K;,, = 0, from the definition of cj’s it follows: 
c; = 3n, and c;+, = -n, so (I ) is true. 
If i = t, i.e. K; = Kl > 0 and Kr+, = 0 this implies: c; > 3n and CT+, = -n. So 
(2) is verified. 
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Finally if 7 < t, the conditions on K;, KY,, imply CT > 3n, c;+, > -n. So the 
condition (3) is true. For such a proof one has to distinguish the cases i even or odd. 
From [8] then there exists an irreducible curve C whose yc is the sequence y produced 
above. By the way as 7 was built it is clear that dH(C n Q, -) = /I from which we 
started. This concludes completely our proof. 0 
Now we give an interesting example by which we will see that generic quadric 
sections of curves in Ln do not exhaust the class of all the possible Hilbert functions 
of generic quadric sections of irreducible (Buchsbaum) curves. 
Example 2.3. Consider the sequence 
p: 1 3 5 ... 39 39 37 18 10 
II : 0 . . . . 19 20 21 22 23 
Notice that 10 # 2( 18 - 37 + 39 - 20) and 18 3 2(10). Hence, the conditions of 
the previous theorem are not satisfied. Nevertheless, we will construct an irreducible 
(Buchsbaum) curve whose generic quadric section has AH(C n Q, -) = g. 
Consider the biliaison class of Buchsbaum curves O-4,1,2. An easy computation shows 
that the p-character of a minimal and a minima1 irreducible curve in this class are, 
respectively, 
i’o : -1 -1 . . . - 1 12 -1 5 -2 
n: 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 14 15 16 17 IX 19 
;1. 
i -1 -l................. -1 13 0 5 -2 
The resolution of an irreducible minima1 curve in our class of biliaison is, by [2], 
PI and [41 
0 ---f t ”(-16) @ c13(-17) @ Lr7(-18) + fi4(-14) @ Q(-15) @ Q2(-16) 
i .fF + 0. 
Performing now 6 basic double links of type (si, 1) with 
sI = 18, s2 = 18, s3 = 18, s4 = 19, sg = 19, s6 = 20, 
we obtain a curve C E U-4.1.2 whose resolution is 
0 + C”‘(-22) @ L”3(-23) @ @-24) ---) a’(-20) 8 52(-21) @ Q2(-22) 
S @-20) --f .$c + 0. 
An easy computation shows that y-character of C is 
Tc : -1 -1 .” -1 1 1 14 1 5 -2. 
n: 0 1 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Now we see that 
flc: o...o 1 1 2 201. 
20 21 22 23 
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So 0~ is connected about [22,23] (and 7~ Lh F), hence C can be assumed irreducible. 
From the resolution one can find that the Hilbert function of C 
HF(C,-) : 1 4 ... (‘;‘) ... 1769 2016 2267 2521 2773 % 
n: 0 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 21 22 23 24 
Since the deficiency module is nonzero at places 20, 21 and 22 we can compute 
dH(f’, -), using Lemma 1.1. We get 
dH(f, -) : 13 5 .” 39 39 37 18 10 o--, 
II: 0 . . . . . . . . I9 20........................ 
In this case lb - Kr + Kz - . 1 = 10 = 2n; we deduce that if there was a curve in 
[I,, having such a quadric section it should be a curve in %s. But such a curve does 
not satisfy the condition of the Theorem 2.2. Nevertheless, we have to notice that the 
sequence p of this example can also be obtained taking a Buchsbaum curve in [i~,a,r; 
precisely the curve obtained by a minimal irreducible curve by 10 basic double links 
of the type (sI, 1) with surfaces of the degrees: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 18, 18, 19, 19, 20. 
For such a curve C the resolution looks like 
0 + @I( -22) @ cj9( -24) i Q4( -20) a> Q( -22) @j f12( -20) 
@ 0’(-23) ----f .Yc + 0. 
A straightforward computation shows that AH(fc) = p. 
Indeed, the above observation can be explained by a general result which we will 
see in the sequel. 
3. The main theorem 
Theorem 3.1. Let a : 1 3.. ‘26 - 1 u K, K2.. Kl be u sequence of 
r times 
positive integers. Then there exists un irreducible Buchsbaum curue C whose 
AH(f = C n Q, -) = a ly and only if there exist tivo integers i, j, with 1 < i < j 5 
t + 1, such that 
(a) For i<i:Ki<2(Ki_l -...&Ko); 
(b) For i > 7 : K, > 2(K,+, - . , + K,); 
(c) Set d = 7 - 2; there exist d + 1 nonnegative integers: no # O,nl, . . ,nd # 0 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Ci=a(-l)‘Ki = 2C~Xo(-l)‘f’f’ni; 
(2) 2C:‘=on, <b-d such that ,fbr i 5 i < j holds 
Ki < 2(Ki_I - Ki-2 + . . 2c 6) - 4n,_; + 4n,_;_, + . . f 4no. 
(We are still using the convention K. = b, K,,, = 0). 
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Proof. Let C be an irreducible Buchsbaum curve in the biliaison class [L,,....,,<,, with 
no # 0, nd # 0. Let us denote M = cf=, II,. In Section 1 we saw that the y-character 
of a minima1 curve Co in our biliaison class is 
i’o : -1 .‘. -1 3n() 3n, -no “’ 3nd - n&t -nd, 
Il. 0 21-l 2r 2r+l 2z+d Zr+d+l 
Then the y-character of C should be of the type 
;‘c : -1 . . . -1 u ct ..’ CT_, c; ..’ C[ 
r times 
n : 0 b-l.............................,........... 
where if h = hc is the height of pc withrespecttoyowehave?=2r+h-b-r+l. 
Since by irreducibility 0~ must be connected about the interval [2c( + h, 2% + h + d - I], 
where hc is the height of 7~ with respect to yc,, we must have the following conditions: 
(x) cr,...,c;_, > 0; 
(fl) c;+, > 3n, - n1-l for I = 0,. . ,d - 1 (n-1 = 0); 
(7) ci+d = c7 > 3nd - ?&__I (7 := 2 + d); 
(6) CT+, > -nd; 
(i:) c, > 0 for all j >J+2, 
and if one of the previous inequalities is an equality then the same happens for the 
next inequalities. 
Using the same procedure as in the previous theorem we have 
dH(fc = c n Q, -) = 1 3...2b- 1 zb.;.25 K, K2...K,, 
r times 
where 
I 
2b - 2c, - . . - c, for i < i, 
K, = 2b - 2~1 - . - ci + n,_;_, - n,_; foriIi<i+d+l, 
2b - 2~1 - . ‘. - ci for i>i+d+ 1, 
with the convention n-1 = nd+l = 0. 
From the previous equalities taking summations with alternating signs, and taking 
into account that c c, = b one has that xi=, (- 1 )‘+‘K, = b + 2 ~~zo( - 1 )‘+‘n,. 
Condition (x) on the ci’s + K; < 2(Ki_t - . . . i b), for i < i, which implies (a). 
For i>i+d =J+ 1 we see that 
and observing that, as in the case of [I, studied before, it happens 
we have 
c, = K, - 2K,+, + 2K,,2 - . f 2K, 
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So by (E) we have 
K,>2(K;+, -...kK,). 
For i = j + 1 and i = j, if Ki # 0, the conclusion is similar since in the first case, 
C, = -Ki + 2Ki_1 - . i 2b + 3nd - 4nd_ 1 I!Z . & 4~, 
but being ci > -nd (condition 6)) every thing is settled; in the second case, 
Ci = -Kl + 2Ki-1 - k 2b - /I(] + 3n& 1 - 4nd-2 * f 4no; 
but, being c; > 3nd - n&t (condition (y)) one gets the same conclusion. 
In any case for i 2 j we have 
K, > 2(Ki+l - ” III Kc) 
so (b) is verified. 
Finally, for all i < i -CT we have 
~;=-Ki+2Ki_1 -...912b-n,_;+3n,_;_, -~Pz_;_~+..~I~~Tz~. 
Since in the above interval c, > 3n,___; - rz_;_, (condition (b)), it follows 
Kj < 2(K,_, - . ZII b) - 4n,_; + 4n,_;_, - . f 4no 
which implies condition (c). 
Conversely, let 
0: _ 1 3...2b- 1 ?b.:.24 K,...K;_, KF...K7...K, 
I’ times 
be a sequence of positive integers satisfying our conditions. Starting from 0 we con- 
struct the following sequence of integers: 
1’: -1 -1 . . . -1 w Cl .‘. ct 
,- t,,nes 
n: 0 I h-l......................... 
setting 
I 
-K; + 2K,_, - . + (- 1 )‘+‘Ko, for i < i, 
-K, +2K;_1 - . ..+(-l)‘+‘Ko -n,_;+3n,_;_, 
ci = -4t~,_;_~ + . + (- 1 )‘-‘+ ‘4no, for i < i 5 J + 1, 
-K;+2K,_, -...+(-l)‘+‘Ko 
f4 ,g=,(- l)‘_J-l+” nd-h for i>J+ 1. 
We want to verify that y dominates the y-postulation of a minimal Buchsbaum curve 
CO of biliaison class L.,,,,.,,, at height h = b - 2x + r + i - 1 and the function 0 
associated to y is connected about the interval [b + r + i - 1, b + r + i + d - 21. 
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These facts are equivalent to conditions (Z)-(E) on the c,‘s. Now from the hypothesis 
(a) (x) follows; from (b) (a) follows and using again (b) for i = 7 + l,J we get (7) 
and ([I’). Finally, a straight computation proves that (c) implies (6). 
From this one deduces by [8] the existence of an irreducible Buchsbaum curve C 
such that 7~ = ;‘. Taking in to account how the c,‘s were built one concludes that 
dH(CnQ,-)=g. D 
Remark 3.2. The previous theorem has a slight simplification. Indeed, one can obtain 
a sequence 0 satisfying the conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.1, taking the curve C’ 
in the biliaison class L,,;I,~;,__,.n~ where I$,. . , tzh is the unique (d + 1 )-tuple such that 
1~; - fl{ + f ~21 = Ino - ‘h, + . 41 tzd( and where every n: is zero or such that 
n; > Pz;,,. In fact, such a (d + 1 )-tuple can be obtained starting from no, tit,. . , nd, 
for i = 0,. , d, comparing each element with the next one; precisely setting HI = n, 
if rri > n,+r and H: = 0, II:+, = ni+t - n, if ni 5 n,+r. It is enough to observe 
that if some n,. is such that n,. 5 R,.+~ changing this value with ni_ = 0 and setting 
fi:*, = n,.+l - n,., from the fact 
K;_~<2(K~+,_,-...~b)-4n,+4n,_,-...~4no 
a fortiori it follows 
K;+I<2(K;+,.~,-...~6)-O+4n,~,-...~44no, 
and from the fact 
KY+,.+, <2(K;+,. - ... i b)- 4n,.+, + 4n, - . . . *4no, 
it follows 
K;+I+, < 2(K;+,. - ... *b)-4n;+, +4n; - ... +4no. 
The proof is achieved by induction. The previous remark allows to say that .Y@ = 
.f R,,, “c’ where n = Ina - nt + k ndl and for all i it is PZ,+~ > C:=,(-l)i--‘ni. 
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